
INSIGHTS & CHALLENGE 

“Why should I care ?”
User insights: 
Human beings are imperfect 
They only care what matter to them 

Brand insights: 
CI’s belief is: Nature doesn’t need 
people—people need nature.

The challenge: 
People need to relearn 

that we are a part of 
nature and rely on it to 

live.

“People are the dependent”



THE IDEA

Take mini action, create mega impact



STRATEGY Get partners who share the same vision on board 
to make the impact

Together, we educate consumer on how climate change is 
threatening the next generation and encourage them to take action 

for a better future



EXECUTION SUMMARY

Trigger Engage Advocacy

Tapping to mini moments to 
awake their consciousness 

about climate change

Turn online social currency to 
real changes

Encourage consumer to share 
the message for a better 

Singapore 



TRIGGER

Execution idea:

Tapping our consumer at various
mini moments with strong
message to awake their
consciousness about climate
change and its consequences.

Media channel usage:

 Facebook suggestion

 Google cards, search

 Twitter Trend

 OOH mobile interactive

SHOW THE WORST WHEN YOU ARE AT THE BEST 

Facebook Suggestion: 

“Wanna see how Sentosa looks 
like in next 100 years ?”
Click here to find out >>>

NOW THEN

Better before it’s too late

Various creatives used for 
different mini moments and 

prospects
Format: Image, GIF & video clip 



ENGAGEMENT Encourage Singaporeans to share for a #betterSingapore

KEY OPINION LEADER SOCIAL SHARING GOVERNMENT OOH

1 = 1
For every video shared on social, commercial Brand will donate 1 $ to CI Fund 



ADVOCACY TRANSFORMATION

9 9 990

The more people reach, share and donate – the brighter and better Singapore

5.000 10.000 15.000

Exchange 10,000 
eco-friendly 

shopping bags

1000m shoreline 
will be cleaned

5000 trees will 
be grown

We show consumer the real impact of their action

Channel: Brand Website, PR, WOM



MEASUREMENT

Social buzz

“Climate change” 
Consciousness Uplift

Brand website visits

Amount of fundraising



HOW DID WE ANSWER THE BRIEF ?

Educate consumer with strong and relevant
message at the right moment

Create talkability and awareness for the Brand

Successfully raise fund for the organization

Strengthen the partnership between CI and
other organizations who share the same vision


